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Gaston county schools virtual academy

Cancer is happening right now, so we are involved in a race for the lives of schools to raise money and save lives. 1 in 2 people will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime. Every pound you donate makes a difference to the pioneering work of Cancer Research UK, so please sponsor us
now. How do I know I can trust these reviews of a Florida virtual school? How do I know I can trust these reviews of a Florida virtual school? 2,641,277 consumer affairs reviews tested. We require contact information to make our reviewers real. We use intelligent software that helps us
maintain the integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to check the quality and usefulness. For more information on ConsumerAffairs.com, please visit our FAQ. Jim from Titusville, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: December 7, 2020My were impressed the school would
provide tools to teach our son how to access tasks, save tasks on his MAC Pro, and learn how to work with applications used in school; google documents or Microsoft Office products. The teacher was assigned to provide what we call Learning Skills, but the class never happened.
Hopefully Florida Virtual School will set up orientation classes to teach students how to use these tools before immersing the student in learning. There seems to be an assumption students can use and create presentations with the expectation that they can provide critical essays and
illustrations in history and science by learning to write. In the sixth grade curriculum, our son learned to collect ideas, create themes, develop themes and create the thesis. During this process, he is expected to write points about the development of human civilization across the fertile plain
in Mesopotamia, understand the development of society, technology, religious, economic and other sociological factors in developing an understanding of geography and fundamental principles of maps, and then apply this research to the development of countries in Egypt, India, migration
to North America, South American, followed by Greek history and the onset of democracy. By the end of the first semester, the language and art class was going on how to compare and contrast and build transitional statements between sentences and paragraphs. This is an example of a
poor curriculum with high goals. 11-year-olds need a safe and friendly environment to write and express their thoughts and understandings with teacher guidance. There was no guide, only a hit run, passing through Google Slides. Teachers should have time to teach. This doesn't happen at
a virtual Florida school except for I-Ready Reading and I-Ready Math. should have been I-Ready learning skills with the ability for a student to express difficulties fears faced throughout the school year. The school curriculum didn't want to hear our advice. We believe that every student
deserves an education. I would like the Virtual School of Florida to study their program and make the necessary changes. There is a lot of potential, but they are not there yet. Read Daphne's full review from Fort Lauderdale, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: July 10, 2020Men attempts
to determine if my high school son should take an FLVS Flex class I read all the reviews and found myself more confused than ever. Most of the reviews were morons. But we decided to jump in because that was the only way for my son to take the maths class he wanted in the summer. I'm
so glad we went down this route. We have been blessed with an amazing, well-organized and engaged teacher. Mrs. Katie** is really a blessing. She spent time with my son and I was on the phone before class started. She wanted to make sure she understood his purpose and make sure
we understood the demands. She also told us what to expect every week; DBA, scheduled calls if needed for help and it will text me with regular updates. My son almost graduated with a distinction of geometry, and we couldn't be happier. Yes, the class is tough. Yes, it requires daily work
(my son prefers to do two or three lessons a day, Monday to Friday, so he can have days off). Yes, you need a lot of self-control and structure. And I can see why it wouldn't be for everyone. But as for the quality of the material, the quality of the teacher and the headmaster - neither match
the review we found. We are not happy with the program and know that if necessary there are many more classes available to my son. Read the full review of dinoTrips of Clewiston, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: May 28, 2020I'm just trying to walk into my son's Florida Virtual School
amid the coronavirus, they don't accept my proof of residence, I sent them my utility bill, my bank statement, the lady from the registration says it's a credit card, obviously she never accepted a sweet time to read a bank statement that says clearly debit card. I've been sending them all the
documents I have. judging by the beginning, I don't think I want to continue at all, they're not ready to accept Social Security statements as evidence. They distrust all institutional documents. I do not recommend this place, right from the beginning. Tae of Wesley Chapel, FL Verified
Reviewer Original review: April 15, 2020They said we can work at our own pace. They said teachers are helpful. They said I could take a break when I needed it. I find everything to be a lie because when I wake up at 9-10 in the morning, the first thing I do is get started. I rarely take breaks
and I still end up working until after 11pm. That's not fair! In have a life and I don't need that level of stress in it. I have ADD/ADHD and I may be slower because of this, but even the average idiot will know that it is too much work to be assigned and a week after any student. Right now I
have a bunch of tasks that I'm trying to finish because everything is so difficult! Then teachers expect us to sit there and fight 30 minutes of video to explain what to do. No one has time for it! By the time the video is over, I'll forget everything that's been said until the last few minutes. Even if
we got so much work at school, we had a lot more time to do it and it wasn't that hard. Directions are so hard to find; I literally have to go hunting to get full directions when they could stop wasting their time and put everything in one place! Even asking my teachers for help is a struggle, a
few times I've asked my teacher the same question over and over again and they answer no stress and take a break. It's like I'm talking to bots, not with my teachers. I go to bed with headaches every week just from online school. Breaks I rarely take don't help with the fact that my work is
too complicated to complete. And I have serious social anxiety, so I can't just talk to my teachers through Zoom or whatever they expect from me. It's like they've thrown us into an active battlefield and they're expecting us to fight without training or armor. This whole situation is absolutely
boring, I can't even spend any more time with my parents. My parents can't even help my situation. I feel helpless! Read the full review by Lisa Gainesville, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: February 13, 2020FLVS Flex is a scam. They tell you it's a standalone option that you can work
at your own pace – Sometimes, there were days at the end where I didn't feel good, and the last thing I want is to get spam with text messages and calls from teachers. Teachers are mediocre and incompetent at best. They only care about money. I had one teacher kick me off course after I
told her I was going on holiday and couldn't do my tasks until after I came back. She completely ignored what I said and told me the reason I dropped off course was because she called my dad and didn't get a call back, but he never got a call from her in the first place. Another teacher
started talking to me rudely in a congratulatory call. Please do not give any FLVS classes unless you have any other choice. I only recommend drivers ed and HOPE if they are needed because they are the easiest and shortest. Lola from Bradenton, FL Verified Reviewer Original review:
Dec. 30, 2019FLVS IS GREAT, and it comes from a Grade 6 student who doesn't really like school. Lessons are educational but enjoyable and fun. They are so easy to understand. The challenge is really fun! The courses I take are easy to navigate and you can find Quickly. Teachers are
wonderful! Reviews are useful if they do not require explanations and we do not undertake to evaluate their objectivity. And they quickly answer your questions. Guest reviews are like this, but you are not less. SOOO is glad that my parents chose FLVS for my sister and J. FLVS is literally
the best!!! Hope it helped! Have a fabulous day!~Lola, a 6th grade FLVS student. Read Eric's full review of Cape Coral, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: December 19, 2019Wein beyond explaining how incredibly awful FLVS does absolutely everything. Each lesson is incredibly
confusing and dense, with almost no explanation for how to do topical issues in assessments. This program is so incredibly bad at learning anything that if you asked what I learned from the program I honestly couldn't tell you. FLVS is by far the worst online learning program in existence
and needs a serious review. Anyujmus of Fort Myers, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: September 30, 2019I took seven FLVS courses throughout my high school experience to get ahead of the rest of my class and I am currently a junior in high school. I take eight classes at school
every year and took one or two FLVS courses alongside them. Each teacher claims to have school rules when, in fact, the teacher draws up their own rules and changes them whenever they want. FLVS's motto is to work at its own pace. Wonderful! Sounds very attractive. However, when
homework becomes hefty and I have a concert or bowling match approaching and I go three days without going back to task, I get harassed by any FLVS teacher. If I try to contact their principals to let them know about this harassment, they forward any email or call I send to the principal to
the teacher myself, and nothing ever happens. I even received a rude text message from my chemistry teacher on EASTER asking me to submit the task within twenty-four hours. Of course, let me throw everything with my family and my delicious dinner to bow to the Queen's wishes.
Again, work at your own pace. When I submit a task, teachers need more than a week to classicize something that has a simple answer key, and anyone with a third-grade education can get an assessment within an hour. As it is that I am persecuted, if I go a few days without turning to a
task, but if a teacher takes an unusual amount of time to class such a task, it makes me look bad if I harass them about the assessment. Teachers are paid based on how long it takes a student to complete a course. Teachers don't care about you or your child and just want money that
comes from your learning experience. Here lately I have been taking my sweet time on my courses. If the teacher is rude and commits actions that should really force them to be fired. If you want to get education and get ahead, please, for the love of God, find a different online program than
FLVS or just double enrollment in high school. Do not pay these greedy teachers. Read Randy Panama City Beach's full review, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: May 20, 2019My made a private school montessori, K12 (another online school) and years of public school. We had a lot of
experience with everyone, the best of which was preschool learning through another online program - not FLVS. FLVS is so incredibly bad it defies explanation. There is more than one thing. It's a thousand things. I'm writing this in May 2019 and it seems to me that it's version 1.0 of the
program and it's 1990. The login itself is needlessly and bluntly multi-button, as if programmers are new to the World Wide Web. The whole format is as follows. Extra clicks from page to page. My daughter has just finished taking one - ONE - test in language arts. It took her 3 hours and
tons of tears. The program required her to scroll down for pages to find a small box for teenagers, where she had to write the entire argumenting outline, using pages of arguments and data she had to keep scrolling back to see. She couldn't leave the page and open the second page to
make it easier or it would give her zero and get out of it. To add to the stupidity, the little box she tried to write for 2 hours only offers a font in pale grey, so now she has a huge migraine from trying to see what she writes. The entire FLVS font remained black, but the document she was
supposed to write is light gray. Try writing and editing that within 3 hours. There is no online video that helps you, asked the question: Why the hell is it called Virtual School? It's like they've been putting text books since 1988 on computer screens and calling it virtual. Wait with me when I
walk you with just one lesson. You bounce around different login pages then search for your next task, select a theme, find the next task in Gradebook, and then exit Gradebook to go to the appropriate lesson on the Tasks tab... After a few more clicks, you'll find a lesson. You click on a
cumbersome lengthy lesson – reading everything, even PE, because there is no online teacher instruction video and then go to your Word docs. Open a new Word document. Copy and paste the FLVS lesson into a Word document, do tasks in Word by clicking back and forth to FLVS as
needed... When the task is complete, exit the task pane and return to your Grad, where you started earlier. Scroll down the path past all the work you've already sent, the Honors tasks you don't need to take... Flip back and forth between homework and FLVS to try to map the destination
name to the FLVS Gradebook entry, click on the Word document name you saved... a few more clicks and you've sent your task. Now you have a strained neck and brush tunnel and you just introduced ... Salute! Appointment PE. Yes, you will spend computer for PE. For advanced algebra
honors, honors, to create a roller coaster where slides are intercepted on the x-axis twice using only polynomial equations. Now do it without video instructions. And submit it in a Word document. For both of our maths kids, we spent 90% of our Googling Khan Academy time figuring out
lessons. You may ask your teacher, but they all work full time during the day. Sporting events of our children, we are not available in the evening, so you are mostly on your own. It's not the fault of the teachers. It was almost 100% reading. Even with electives such as photography and TV.
And even with these classes, you'll find your kids spend their days writing unnecessarily long essays. Our whole family agrees, it was the worst, most impersonally stressful few months of our family's life.**The only thing that deserves credit... Some of the classes (maths and civics come to
mind) have suggested tests where a pupil has 3 shifts to take it. Found it to be great. Children will take the test, get 78%, review the chapter, re-pass the test (not quite the same), improve their class, review the chapter again, pass the 3rd test ... Then they really understand the material and
get better grades. Made a lot more sense than taking a test then never coming back to really find out the areas where they have problems. Smart. Again, I'm posting this spring 2019, so this program can improve. But we will never do it again. Read Jennifer Miami Beach's full review, FL
Verified Reviewer Original review: Feb. Ladies** Language Arts played dirty games with us without taking our calls to our planned DBA. If you don't have Apple, don't use FLVs because you can't watch any class video. TERRIBLE to nth degree, genuinely awful. I have my son at home in
California, and nothing is as awful as teachers and this whole program. You have to try to take a maths test over the phone without seeing a math problem and having a ** spoiled rat be impatient with the baby and say move the DBA. Once you have one problem with the teacher they all
unite on your child and shut you down from their homework. This means that all works are up to date and after you can't access. FLVS IS NOT A HOME SCHOOL. There are no books and it's hell for our kids! Next Next
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